Modular display mounts
for menu boards
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INFINITE LENGTH

Interconnecting components
enable infini e configu ations.

Menu boards are ideal for quick-service restaurants and environments
where displays have to be prominently positioned for critical
information delivery. Lightweight yet durable aluminum rails can be
connected together or cut to length to suit specific project
requirements.

CEILING-MOUNTED

WALL-MOUNTED

LANDSCAPE OR PORTRAIT ORIENTATION
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VERSATILE
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Wall or ceiling-mounted options
for any display size and orientation.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
We specialize in modular solutions. Menu
board mounts can be tailored to specific
project needs to provide information delivery
across retail environments, whether small or
large. Talk to us about your next project.
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PURPOSE DESIGNED

For specific p oject requirements

Infinite length
Achieve the desired
length by combining
any of four available
aluminum extrusion
lengths 18.9", 26.7", 49.2" and
68.9" - or cutting them
to your specific
requirements.

Choice of VESA
brackets
Five VESA bracket
options will
accommodate any
display size up to 110lb
in portrait or landscape
orientation. Tilting or
fixed angle brackets
are available to achieve
the optimal viewing
angle.

ADB-B900F

ADB-B400F

ADB-B200T

ADB-B400T

ADB-B400M

Fixed angle
900 VESA bracket.
for large displays
and portrait installations.

Fixed angle
400 VESA bracket.
for medium displays.

Tilting angle
200 VESA bracket.
for small displays.

Tilting angle
400 VESA bracket
for medium displays.

Fixed angle
400 VESA bracket
with micro adjustments
for medium displays.
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We specialize in
modular mounts

Contact us today
If you have specific equirements or need expert advice,
we’d love to help. Our team of engineers will work with
you to create the optimal solution for your project.

Mounts for
Video Conferencing

Mounts for
Video Walls

Explore
Mounting solutions for
Video Walls and Video
Conferencing equipment

Our complimentary
diagnostic service

Training & assisting
professional installers

Work with our engineers to
create your bespoke solution
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